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APPE
Availability
 Believe it or not, our 3rd year students are already gearing up for rotations during the 2020-2021

year. Availability for next year’s APPE class is now open for your submissions. Simply login to

CORE, click on the Scheduling tab on the left hand side, and then click submit availability. 

Select 2020-21 APPE from the drop down box and enter your preferences. If you’d rather not

bother with CORE at all, no problem! Just email your availability to COPEE@manchester.edu

and we will enter your preferences for you. We are very happy to work with Purdue and Butler

to coordinate your schedule as well, just type “Coordinate with Purdue and/or Butler” in the

email or at the bottom of your availability submission on CORE.

Preceptor AACP Evaluation Results
 The results of the 2019 AACP preceptor survey results are in…thank you preceptors! Not only did

Manchester preceptors nearly double the national average response rate, but we also received

higher than average marks on every question pertaining to communication and

resources/support. We are very proud of our partnership with you, thank you for your

engagement and dedication to our students!
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IPPE II Changes
2020-2021
 

 

Important Note:  The 2019-2020 academic year will be the last year that IPPE II rotations will be

only two weeks long.  Moving forward, students will complete a 4 week IPPE II rotation.  The

schedule will change as follows:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark your calendars accordingly!  We look forward to giving our IPPE II students more opportunity

to acclimate to the institutional setting and our preceptors more time to provide excellent

opportunities for learning.

 

 

Did you know that feedback is available to you from our students too?  When on CORE, Click on

the Evaluations tab on the left hand side, then click on Evaluation of Preceptor/Site.  You can

review all of the evaluations that students have submitted in regards to your rotation.  Please feel

free to use this valuable information to assess the experience, and see our students’ gratefulness

firsthand.

Reviewing Student Evaluations
of Preceptor/Site

 

Preceptor
Spotlight 

 

Dr. Marwitz joined the pharmacy program faculty in July 2019 after

completing a two-year regulatory pharmaceutical fellowship in

medication safety with Purdue University College of Pharmacy, Eli Lilly

Global Patient Safety, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Dr.

Marwitz’s research interests are in medication and patient safety and

their intersection with health and drug policy decisions. She applies her

training in pharmacoepidemiology to answer questions about drug

safety and surveillance using retrospective datasets. Additionally, she

has clinical interests in electronic medical record and smart infusion

pumps as vectors for safe medication administration. Dr. Marwitz

currently teaches in Pharmacy and Public Health and Practice and

Personnel Management for P2 and P3 students, respectively.
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